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In Kinetic Golf, Nick Bradley uses 115 extraordinary photographs, accompanied by clear, direct text,

to raise the bar on golf instruction and give golfersâ€”amateur or professionalâ€”a unique way of

actually feeling their way to mastering the game. Offering insights that words alone cannot convey,

the book provides a vastly improved golf game as the reward. Drawing upon his deep knowledge of

trade and Tour secrets, Bradley shows how to build a powerful and consistent game while also

debunking many of the myths that cloud the confidence and hinder the performance of the novice

and developing golfer. Throughout Kinetic Golf, Bradley boils down the very essence of swing

motion and technique, blends it with a feeling, and then creates an image that says it all. Take one

look, and youâ€™ll get the picture.
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Consultant, coach, author, and course designer Nick Bradley is a frequent contributor to Golf Digest,

Golf World, Golf International, and Golf Monthly. Bradley has worked with some of the worldâ€™s

top golfers, including Ryder and Walker Cup players, and winners on the European Tour and British

Open. A London native, he now resides in North Carolina.

This book is good reading with some interesting concepts, pictures and a thought provoking look at

the game. It will give the reader a pretty broad spectrum of ideas and techniques to consider for

implementing into his own game. I recommend this one for reading to simply help expand one's

understanding of the game and the shots and thoughts needed to take the next step to



improvement. It seems to be an expansion of the authors excellent book "The Seven Laws of the

Golf Swing" which I feel should be read and studied by every golfer. Buy this book and shut the TV

off and read it. I would give it four stars only because I use some different techniques than the

author describes but the ones described by the author are solid and proven and warrant a five star

rating. Don't expect to read this one in one night and when completed, will give you greatly

expanded views of the game. Don't set it down because you may disagree with the author, He will

make you think. Buy it and get stated reading it !

...which I am. The graphics are surreal but dynamic presentations that might take a little getting

used to. But they do emphasize swing keys in a way that helps the reader to VISUALIZE the

mechanics for each shot type. I struggle at times with translating verbal instruction alone into actions

that I can understand and reproduce, and DVDs sometimes tend towards overkill. There's

something about a creatively managed single image, though, that gets the point across to me

quickly and simply. Bradley's unconventional imagery does the trick. Not for everyone, perhaps (I

was able to sample the book first in a print version), but worth a try if other golf instruction

approaches haven't quite worked for you.

good

Nick has captured the golf swing in a way that makes it easy to understand and emulate. The body

positions reflected by his remarkable illustrated photos, help the aspiring golfer feel what is so hard

for most teachers to explain to their students by just talking to them. Visualization works wonders.

After practicing a few key moves I learned from Nick, I went from shooting in the low 100's to

breaking 90. I see constant improvement using his instruction. I would highly recommend this book

to anyone who has trouble getting their body to preform athletic moves that are not natural to other

sports.

Very comprehensive and exceptionally up to date as many traditional ways of making golf shots,

especially short game shots, have been revised and improved the past few years. This book

demonstrates them all. I found many of the author's exaggerated photos to be effective in explaining

the points he was making in the text. Ironic, because I had held off in taking this book seriously due

to these photos until I checked a few points that I stumbled across from other sources.My

recommendation to all golfers is to read this book or e-book as you prefer.



Nick has taken golf instruction to the next level. After finishing Nick's "The Seven Laws of the Golf

Swing", I couldn't wait to read/study his book Kinetic Golf. It is truly one of best golf instruction books

I have read. His illustrations will lock into mind so deep that you will find yourself recalling his tips

during every round and practice session. I highly recommend this one to any golfer serious about

improving their game.

Amazing pictures to help visualize parts of the golf swing!

The illustrations stick in your mind while on the course. Shot in 70's (albeit 79) for first time in a year.

Loose grip on chips and 85 percent of direction dictated by clubhead at impact were the

improvements in game yesterday that I concentrated on.
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